KANSAS
Chapter Three
July, 2022

LAST Meeting
Was the annual summer picnic and clay pigeon shoot
at the home of Robert Nelson, on Tuesday June 14.
Although the day was forecast to have a high of 94ºF,
when I arrived at Robert’s home and stepped out of the
car, a lively breeze cooled me at once, and the afternoon
seemed pleasant.
I walked from the yard where I had parked up to the
front of the house with the cake I had brought.
John Langer and Robert Nelson awaited me and we
began catching up on the latest happenings in each
other’s lives.
A few minutes later Tracy Gibson arrived, and we
continued visiting with one another.
Unfortunately, no one else joined us, and we did not
have a quorum necessary (5) to establish an official
meeting.
The situation in which we find ourselves seems to be
one of apathy, and it was a subject discussed by those
gathered at the Nelson home June 14.
Who knows the cause? It just simply seems to exist.
Are our programs not of interest? We have had no suggestions as to what members desire to see in a program,
and that is something we welcome.
We discussed the problem of low attendance at our
chapter meetings, and the problem of obtaining interesting programs. As to the low attendance, the high price
of fuel could definitely play a part. Car pooling would help
here. Robert Nelson has offered to arrange for Zoom
meetings to reduce travel time and transportation costs,
and we have many companies who are more than willing
to provide programs via Zoom or other Internet methods.
We have tried this before, with poor attendance results,
but are willing to try it again.
As for program presenters, we understand that it is
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NEXT Meeting
Will be Tuesday July 12, 2022
7:00 PM in Wichita at the new
studios of KPTS, 8710 N 32nd St.
There is no organized meal but
plenty of places to eat along Rock
Road from K96 southward.
August will be in Topeka at
KTWU Studios on MONDAY the
8th with Jeff Wilson of Nautel will
provide program.
September will be in Topeka at
the State Capitol at 4 PM for a tour.
October will be KAB in Manhattan Mon. 24th. Be sure to register.
Chapter Officers
Chair: Richard Abraham, CPBE, CBNT
Cox Regl Engr, Retired. Wichita
rabraham2@cox.net
(316) 685-2587
Vice Chair: John Langer, CBTE
Bdcst Engr, Vid. Prod. Svcs, KSU
Comm & Mktg, 128 Dole Hall
Manhattan, KS 66506-5800
jlanger@k-state.edu
(785) 532-3147
Sec/Treasurer: Robert Nelson, CPBE. CBNT
KSU Dir Vid/Engr Svcs, Comm & Mktg,
128 Dole Hall, Manhattan, KS 660506
rfnelson@k-state.edu
785-532-3141 (office)
620-341-1808 (mobile
Certif. Chair.: Bob Locke, CPBE, CBNT
SBE Fellow; KPTS Ch Engr, Ret. Wichita
rlocke1@att.net
(316) 722-7528
Freq. Coordinator: Robert Nelson, CPBE CBNT
KSU Dir Vid/Engr Svcs, Comm & Mktg
128 Dole Hall, Manhattan, KS 660506
rnelson@KSU.edu
(785) 532-3141
Web Site Maint: John Langer, CBTE
KSU Div Comm & Mktg
Manhattan, jlanger@k-state.edu
(785) 532-3147
Newsletter: Richard Abraham, CPBE, CBNT
Cox Regl Engr, Retired. Wichita
rabraham2@cox.net
(316) 685-2587

difficult for manufacturers and vendors to would want contact with others of like mind
justify the cost of sending a program present- and who encounter similar problems. That is
er in person to a single chapter meeting when what SBE does and is. It educates and
few attend. Often, their money is better spent encourages broadcast engineers, building up
in paying for decision makers travel expens- those in the industry, so that the best engies, bringing them to their headquarters to see neering practices are constantly updated and
new technology products, and with corporate in place in our industry.
They provide certification in a wide variety
ownership of stations increasing, decision
making as to equipment or software to be of subjects related to broadcast engineering
showing proof of proficiency by those who
used at any given station is no longer local.
study,
test,
Between
and achieve
the above and
certification.
the results of
This in turn,
CoVid,
our
provides
an
chapter
has
enhanced balost two of our
sis for promoregional vention
and
dors that used
increases in
to provide us
pay to those
with three or
so certified.
four programs
Even for
a year.
those not inObtaining
terested in beprograms for
ing certified,
our
chapter
the opportunijust became
ty to interact
more difficult
6/14/2022
with
those
for our prowho have greater experience is invaluable to
gram chairman.
those who desire to better themselves in their
I just heard a quote on the news program chosen profession.
that was on our television. I missed who said
Well, there you have it! If we continue on
it, but the quote was: “It happens gradually,
until it happens suddenly.” The subject being the present path, our chapter will cease to
discussed was a book on The American exist, and that is not something I want to see.
Dream, but the quote is certainly applicable
If you have suggestions that will improve
to the situation of our Chapter of the Society our chapter, I hope you will take the time to
of Broadcast Engineers.
let any of our Chapter 3 officers know of
It is true that the numbers of active broad- them. I encourage you to attend our next
cast engineers are constantly being reduced. meeting.
“It happens gradually, until it
But, that should mean that those who remain happens suddenly.”
Are we at that point?
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Static Line:
Noise from all Over
39 John Langer forwarded a link to a story
Another improvement in solar panel efficienon “Paper Thin Loudspeakers” that are being cy has been accomplished by a University of
Surrey Research Team, by adding a layer with
developed by MIT engineers.
The speakers are Piezo-electric based and disordered honeycomb holes in it above a siliuse much less power than conventional speak- con wafer.
The principal is found in nature in butterfly
ers. The Piezo material is sandwiched between
PET plastic layers, but the top layer is forced wings and in the eyes of birds, allowing light
into tiny domes which vibrate individually, rather absorption from any angle to be passed
than the entire sheet of material moving in uni- through, rather than reflected away.
The result of the laboratory test showed
son. The domes are sized as small as a few hair
widths wide and the result is a sheet that could about a 25% increase in the energy output of an
individual solar cell.
be placed on an entest, and the overall
tire wall.
energy of an entire
This would resolar panel was inspond well to ambient
creased by 21%,
noise
cancellation,
while its overall thicksay in an aircraft or a
ness was reduced.
machine shop.
It is anticipated by
Besides acting as
further tweaking of
a speaker, by raising
size and spacing of
the natural resonance
the honeycomb holes
of the Piezo driven
that this efficiency
domes to ultra sonic
percentage can be inby making the domes
creased yet again.
smaller, a panel could
be used to develop a
Congress recently
room sized sonoRobert as “Grill Meister” in the summer of 2021.
held hearings on UFO
gram, detecting the
sightings - although
location and presence of a person in a secure room, for instance. they are no longer called that. Rather, such
Another use on smaller scale, would be for sightings are now referred to as “Unidentified
immersed stirring of chemicals in a beaker, or Aerial Phenomen” - UAP’s.
With cameras everywhere now, even in the
on a larger scale reflective domes could be used
cockpits of aircraft, more frequent documented
for large scale light display panels.
As a speaker, the domes are about 15 cases of such sightings are occurring. However,
microns in height, and only move up and down some sightings are so brief as to be seen on
about a half micron, so it takes thousands of only one frame of video. As of last summer, the
them working in phase to produce sound of 1.0 DoD reported more than 144 credible reports of
KHz at conversational levels. Sound levels in- UAP’s, but in all but one of those sightings, there
crease with increasing applied frequency to was too little information for investigators to ID
about 86 dB at 10 KHz. The above test was run what was seen.
There is much speculation as to what they
with a 25V audio source applied to the panel,
could be, ranging from ET Aliens to tests of
but consumed only about 100 mW.
camo images designed to hide the real target.
Thank you John. An interesting article.
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These targets show on multiple sensors, infrared, radar, as well as visual.
Whether they are a diversion created by enemy forces, or even distortions from high energy
laser or microwave that show up briefly, and are
unintentional, the source does need to be identified and its intentions made known.
I am not at all certain that a congressional
hearing is going to accomplish much in solving
the problem.
The last statement also brings to mind the
terrible state of programming now available on
television. The “Judge So & So” court shows
have now been seized on as reality by certain
political
parties and
hearings
are being
produced
for
pirme
time viewing by the
public,
in
the belief
that it will
improve
their position.
I don’t
recall
CSPAN moving up in the
ratings recently, and
those same programs have been available for
public viewing on C-SPAN for some time now.
With increasing frequency I am finding one or
no programs available in prime time to be of
interest to me, on any given evening. It finally
ends up being programming that least insults my
intelligence. Sometimes I give up and turn the
boob tube off. Newton Minnow’s quote has
finally come true: “TV is a vast wasteland”. I
realize my taste in viewing has changed as I age,
but if what is offered today for prime time viewing
is truly a reflection of reality with today’s youth,

Static Line
Continued
our society is in deep trouble.
The UAP investigation also brought to mind
the importance of our radar defense in light of the
supersonic missiles now being developed and in
place in some countries.
Hypersonic weapons discharge missiles at
greater than Mach five. To properly track such
devices, the resolution of our radar systems must
be improved. They should take a lesson from
current broadcast practices, in that they are going to have to upgrade to digital video with embedded precision time code. This will allow
continuity of displays to help close the gap in
coverage between batteries of radars now in
place. Present gaps will also need to be reduced
to have any
hope of being able to
Picture of the clay shoot
track hypertaken June 21, 2021.
sonic long
range misThere was no clay shoot
siles,
to
this summer.
provide adequate
With only four in attenwarnings.
dance, we decided it
The rawasn’t worth Robert’s
dars
we
time to set up and tear
now
have
down the equipment, so
need
imwe scrubbed the event for
proved netthis season.
working
capable of
tracking
and transmitting the
small Doppler shifts to provide real-time, low
latency response needed for timely warnings.
Transmit power must also be increased, likely
with Gallium Nitride technology, and must be
multi-band to provide the best detection and they
must also be steered electronically rather than
mechanically to be able to track with precision.
If all this can be brought to reality, it might
even help us to identify the UAP’s as well. One
thing is for sure - these changes will not be done
cheaply. With today’s fund cutting mindset tor
defense, education of congressmen is key.
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In reading John Bisset’s Workbench column
in Radio World recently, I noticed a short article
by Rod Hogg, our SBE Chapter 3 Scott City
member. He offered a mnemonic for proper
hookup of an XLR-3 connector: Pin #1 = eXterior,
as in a shield; Pin #2 = Line; Pin #3 = Return.
A nice contribution, Rod. Congratulations!

Allison Mazzei, KAB President, has requested
assistance of our chapter members in finding technical presentations for the KAB convention which
will occur October 23 - 25 in Manhattan this year.
Please relay any suggestions directly to her at
Allison@KAB,net. She would like to know what
topics or subjects of a technical nature you would
like to see/hear/learn at KAB Engineering Day in
Manhattan this October 24?

I’ve had reason to use the above in recent
days as I am attempting to make an adapter from
There is an article in the June 14 issue of Radio
my RRTS computer audio jack on my HP-PavilWorld that every engineer who deals with three
lion laptop to a T-pad and into a Microphone XLR
phase (3Ø) AC powinput for the Church
er should read - even
PA system.
Proposed SBE-3 Officers for 2023 term.
those who are someThe purpose here
what familiar with 3Ø
is to be able to play
Nominations are still open.
should review it.
videos on the comYou will find it unputer, with video fed
Let Dick Abraham know if you are interested.
der Tech Tips. It is: A
into the HDMI input
We would like to have more than one nominee
of a video projector,
Three-Phase Power
for each office, if possible.
and the audio exTutorial – Part 1
tracted from the
Engineers must have
Each of the nominees shown would be in their
headphone jack on
a good understandsecond consecutive term for that office.
the computer, pading of three-phase
ded to an appropriate
power, written by:
level and fed into the
Dennis Sloatman.
church PA system.
One of the least
Chair: Dick Abraham
The main probunderstood and the
lems seem to be my
most rarely used bits
vision, and eye/hand
of information, is that
Vice Chair/Program Chair: John Langer
coordination.
concerning 3Ø AC
I have all the compower. Most usually,
Sec/Treasurer: Robert Nelson
ponents necessary to
but not always, the
build the adapter, but
commercial
power
soldering the conprovider will use the
nections on a RRTS
same type of interplug is not an easy task for me at my age. It isn”t
face for 3Ø between their lines on the pole and
as easy to see what I am doing, and the tip of the
your building power. I say not always because
iron seems to jitter around. When I think I am
with recent mergers of power companies, different
finished, my solder joints are not as clean and
philosophies may have to be reconciled.
pretty as they used to be.
Many of you are responsible for multiple transIt brings to mind advise I was given from my
mitters in different counties. If an addition of equipDad and again from my Mother-in-Law.
ment occurs - even a standby generator, or adding
something as simple as another receptacle to a
Dad said on his 70th birthday: “Hey, its still me
workbench, you need to be aware of the differencin here!”;
es in potential that can happen by inadvertently
My Mother-in-Law said in her later days: “Getconnecting to what you may think is the right wire.
ting old isn’t for sissies!” I am way past the 70
I encourage you to check out the article.
mark, but both sayings have proved true.
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Celebrate our flag,
but: :

Honor those who defend her.

Do your part - VOTE
at every opportunity.
That right is paid for.
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Joe Cvetnich

, Retired

Kansas System Engineer

785-776-1499
ron@jonesaudio.net
3626 Rocky Ford Ave
Manhattan, KS 66502

Andy Pilarcik
Manager
andy.pilarcik@lumenserve.com

LumenServe.com@
LumenServe
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(512) 827-0718
(817) 975-0453 (cell)

SBE News Editor
8121 Grail
Wichita KS 67207-3307

KPTS, PBS KS

Watch for the 145’
self support tower
at the rear of the
building.
8710 E 32nd St N

K-96 Bypass

KPTS, PBS KS

Webb Rd

Rock Rd

29th St

37.742831, 97.236346
Your GPS should put
you right at the driveway.
Park in the back to the N.
32nd turns into Cypress
which runs South to 29th

